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The Gravity Assist

Voyager 1

TerminationTermination 
Shock

Voyager 2

Mariner 10 VGA to Mercury
Heliopause

y
Voyager 1 JSGA to Solar Escape

Voyager 2 JSUNGA to Solar Escape
Galileo VEEGA to Jupiter
Cassini VVVEJ to Saturn

Glenn Research Center at Lewis FieldThe gravity assist opened the solar system.

Messenger EVVMMM to Mercury



Low-thrust Mission Design

Low-thrust trajectory capabilities enabled Dawn and the TSSM w/o Aerocapture.
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Low thrust trajectory capabilities enabled Dawn and the TSSM w/o Aerocapture.



Broad Search Capabilities

JGA

Automated process to find all possible gravity assist options
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Landau, D., Lam, T., and Strange, N., “Broad Search and Optimization of Solar Electric Propulsion Trajectories to Uranus and Neptune,” AAS 09-428



Lissajous and N-body research
G i Th G i i i d i f d j i h i llGenesis - The Genesis mission designers found a trajectory with essentially zero 
deterministic ΔV.  This reduced the spacecraft complexity and requirements for a 
Discovery class sample return mission.

GRAIL Using low energy transfers to get to the Moon enabled the GRAIL mission toGRAIL – Using low-energy transfers to get to the Moon enabled the GRAIL mission to 
use a production bus augmented by off-the-shelf tanks.  This reduced spacecraft 
development contributing to the Discovery Mission low risk rating.
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N-body Research has enabled low risk mission concepts.



V∞ Leveraging

Direct Insertion = 3,933 m/s
Original Flyby Sequence = 734 m/s
Tisserand graph / VILT tours = 445 m/sTisserand graph / VILT tours  445 m/s

Potentially enables two flagship 
mission with a single spacecraft.
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Campagnola, S., Strange, N. K., and Russell, R. P., “A Fast Tour Design Method Using Non-Tangent V∞ Leveraging Transfers.”  AAS 10-164



Missions Saved by Modern Astrodynamics
HITEN J ’ fi l i i i d f il di h hi l i hi hlHITEN: Japan’s first lunar mission experienced a failure stranding the vehicle in a highly 
elliptical Earth orbit. Ed Belbruno used the weak stability boundary theory to place 
HITEN into lunar orbit.

Galileo: After the challenger accident, a direct launch to Jupiter was not available.  The 
use of gravity assists prevented the mission cancellation and enabled the tour.

Cassini/Huygens Mission Redesign: A design flaw in the Huygens receivers made theCassini/Huygens Mission Redesign: A design flaw in the Huygens receivers made the 
nominal Huygens mission completely impossible. Mission designers found a new 
trajectory that allowed full communication for Huygens and preserved the Cassini tour 
saving hundreds of work years of planning.

Hayabusa: Multiple failures of multiple systems, but a revised low-thrust trajectory 
enabled the sample return.*

AEHF: The apogee engine failed to place the spacecraft in the desired orbit.  A series of 
mono-prop and several months of low-thrust maneuvers will eventually place the 
spacecraft into  an operational orbit.* * EP Saved the mission
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Advanced trajectories and tools have saved numerous missions.



A Missing Community Capability
O l f th t j t d i it h d l k h llOnly a few years ago, the trajectory design community had several key challenges:

- Trajectory tools were kept in-house
- Limited public documentation
- Required significant tool specific expertiseq g p p
- Results could not be independently validated

- Tools were very cumbersome and limited

The ISPT Program was asked by PSD to invest in a common set of trajectory design tools 
that would be fully documented, more user friendly, robust for convergence, provide 
consistent results, and be available to the community.

The ISPT Program sponsored the LTTT Suite.
To improve consistency across the agency of low-thrust trajectory optimization.
To create (provide) a set of more “user-friendly” low-thrust trajectory tools.

- Reduce time to converge solutions, reduce guessing
- Reduce level of tool expertise required to validate missionsReduce level of tool expertise required to validate missions
- Validate tools against one another

Transfer advanced astrodynamics techniques from research to rapid 
d i d h i i i l i i
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design teams and the science mission planning community



OTIS 4
• Key Capabilities

– Size vehicle subsystems simultaneously with trajectory
– Optimize trajectories with atmospheric and/or exoatmospheric components
– Define custom equations of motion to optimize non-aerospace vehicle dynamic systemsDefine custom equations of motion to optimize non aerospace vehicle dynamic systems

• Recognition
– 2008 NASA Software of the Year
– 2009 R&D 100 Award Winner

• Availability
Open source through http://technology grc nasa gov/ export controlled SNOPT
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– Open source through http://technology.grc.nasa.gov/, export controlled, SNOPT
– Training held via WebEx, contact Rob Ralck, rfalck@nasa.gov



Mystic
• Key Capabilities

– Computes optimal trajectories using SDC algorithm
– Rapid high fidelity propagation and suboptimal design with Q-law
– More than 100 analysis tool kitsMore than 100 analysis tool kits
– Monte-Carlo with Optimization in the loop
– High fidelity animation

• Recognition
Dawn flight operations– Dawn flight operations

– Extended Cassini Operations

August 1-25, 2011: Vesta Polar 
Survey Orbital Insertion

November, 2011: High to Low 
Mapping Orbit Transfer

• Availability
C tl l il bl l t NASA d NASA t t
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– Currently only available only to NASA and NASA contractors
– Distributed by JPL: https://download.jpl.nasa.gov/



MALTO
• Key Capabilities

– User friendly GUI (MATLAB)
– Rapid convergence of complex trajectories, multiple gravity assists
– Medium fidelity tool for preliminary mission design and parametric tradesMedium fidelity tool for preliminary mission design and parametric trades

• Highlight
– Used by JPL for multiple GTOC victories

• Availability
– Free to NASA contractors, CS, and academia through JPL: https://download.jpl.nasa.gov/

Commercial licenses through Caltech Office of Tech Transfer: http://www ott caltech edu/
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– Commercial licenses through Caltech Office of Tech. Transfer: http://www.ott.caltech.edu/
– Training available, MALTO in use throughout NASA and industry



Copernicus
• Key Capabilities

– Generalized Optimization Program
– High Fidelity n-body analysis
– Both Low-thrust and High-thrust high fidelity resultsBoth Low thrust and High thrust high fidelity results

• Recognition
– Baseline Analysis Tool of the Exploration Program
– Runner-up for NASA Software of the Year

• Availability
Currently available to NASA and NASA contractors Academia and NASA/Industry
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– Currently available to NASA and NASA contractors, Academia and NASA/Industry
– Training available, Copernicus in use throughout NASA and industry



Copernicus Upgrade

• Several new capabilities under development relative to Small Bodies
– Small Body Gravity Models: Allows insertion and science orbit mission design

• Single and dual axis spinSingle and dual axis spin
• Ellipsoid harmonics (evolving to polyhedral)

– Path Constraints
• Ex) Surface illumination

– Science Phase Optimization
• Proximity Operations
• Instrument swath

Mi i ti f >99% t– Minimum time for >99% coverage, etc.
– 2D and 3D science mapping
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Mission Design Training / Systems Analysis
I d t i f t h l i th t b bl t th ffIn order to infuse new technologies, the users must be able to assess the payoff.

 Sponsored development of  Mystic, MALTO, Copernicus, and OTIS
- Need to distribute to the broader communityy

 MALTO training 
 Copernicus training course and videos, website in work
 OTIS training, user group

Mission / system design studies define technology requirements

 Critical to quantify mission benefits before hardware investment
 Mission design for NEXT requirements
 Refocus Study led to NEXT throttle table extension
 Refocus Study led to HiVHAC power range life requirement Refocus Study led to HiVHAC power range, life requirement
 Decadal study support quantified science benefit for SEP,                                  

REP, and AMBR engine technology
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“If we want people to buy cars, they need to learn to drive.” - Oleson



Demo 
(Available after the meeting)
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Near-Earth and Mainbelt Asteroids
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Multi-NEA Sample Return Mega-Multi FlybyMulti-Rendezvous



Small Body: Outer Planet Moons

Pre-plan small body science on outer planet missions 
or mission extension for small body science.
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Success

The trajectory tools suite was used both by the 
proposal community and the reviewer community.p oposa co u ty a d t e ev ewe co u ty.

Discovery 2010 was the first time that there were noDiscovery 2010 was the first time that there were no 
major weaknesses associated with trajectory design!
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The NRC and The PS Decadal Survey

The ISPT Tools played a significant role in the Decadal Survey for the NRC.
 Several missions were directed to mission design centers: JPL, GSFC, and APL
 Interplanetary missions leveraged ISPT trajectory tools
 Tools used by ALL design centers

The Planetary Science Decadal Survey recommended continued investment.

“The identification of trajectories that enable planetary missions or significantly reduce 
their cost is an essential and highly cost-effective element in the community’s tool kit.”

“A sustained investment in the development of new trajectories and techniques for both 
chemical propulsion and low thrust propulsion mission designs would provide a rich set of 
options for future missions.”

“Research and development in the fields of celestial mechanics, trajectory optimization, 
and mission design have paid substantial dividends in the recent past, identifying new and 
higher performance opportunities for planetary missions.”
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Astrodynamics Research Grants

• Directly aligned with decadal survey recommendations
– Fundamental research had been eliminated

• Astrodynamics Research / Tool Development for PSD MissionsAstrodynamics Research / Tool Development for PSD Missions
1) Research or development of an astrodynamics algorithm or methodology for 

infusion into one of ISPTS existing tools
• Examples include, but are not limited to: rapid and robust low-thrust geocentric 

ti i ti f C i L G it A i t ti i ti d l f M tioptimization for Copernicus, Lunar Gravity Assist optimization module for Mystic 
and/or MALTO, Multi-asteroid system gravity model module for Mystic and/or 
Copernicus, Rapid Uranus Satellite Tour Development Module, Multi-target 
optimization in MALTO, etc.

2) Research or development of a new tool to meet the needs of future planetary 
science missions
• Examples include, but are not limited to: rapid and robust low-thrust orbit 

transfer optimization for the n-body Earth-Moon system and escape, V∞p y y p
leveraging tool for rapid assessment of ΔV vs. time for outer planet moon tour 
development, small body and/or multi-asteroid system orbit insertion and 
proximity operations rapid design tool, etc..
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Open solicitation: Proposals due August 20th.



Better Tools = Better Missions

August 1-25, 2011: Vesta Polar 
Survey Orbital Insertion

November, 2011: High to Low 
Mapping Orbit TransferSurvey Orbital Insertion Mapping Orbit Transfer
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Mission Design Tools have enabled missions and are in use for mission operations today!



 Several tools are available to the mission design / science community
- SMD mission infusion (Dawn, Cassini, LCROSS)
- Method to prioritize technology investments with quantitative benefits

 Astrodynamics research and trajectory design has saved multiple high value missions
 Astrodynamics research and trajectory design enables current and future missions
 New astrodynamics techniques are still at the early stage of developmenty q y g p

- We need to continue astrodynamics research within academia
- We need to advance today’s “research” into the rapid design process

 Trajectory analyses and tools are very cost effective investments for the community Trajectory analyses and tools are very cost effective investments for the community
- Investments reduced by x25 over the past 5 years
- Investments continue to improved capability, offer training

S i hi h Pl S i D d l S- Strong support within the Planetary Science Decadal Survey

Higher science return is enabled through astrodynamics research and trajectory design tools.
Suite of tools are continuously upgraded and made available to the community
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Suite of tools are continuously upgraded and made available to the community.


